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a b s t r a c t
New pharmacologically active complexes were prepared from Pd (II), Fe (III), and Cu (II)ions with 2-amino-6oxo-3-(piperidinylamidino)-4-(4methoxyphenyl)-6,7-dihydro-pyrano[2,3-d]-5,7thiazol ligand (MPTP). The ligand acted as neutral bidentate with the metals via NH and NH2 groups. FT-IR spectra, CHN-analysis, TGA, UV–
Vis, molar conductance and 1H &13C NMR spectra were used to characterize the new compounds. Also stability
constant of MPTP-complexes was identiﬁed in solution and pH-proﬁle indicates high stability of complexes.
Computational study was implemented to extract signiﬁcant features for MPTP and its complexes. In addition
to, essential maps were demonstrated over formulated chk-ﬁle. In-silico assay was executed by two different approaches over compounds to evaluate their biological behavior and degree of interaction with biological systems,
before practical application. MPTPPd complex displayed priority in interaction with amino acid residues and
drug-like feature. In-vitro assay was then carried out for compounds against different microbes and MPTPPd
and MPTPCu showed high antimicrobial activity. Also, their cytotoxic behavior was examined against MCF-7,
HCT-116, and HepG2 carcinoma cell lines, high cytotoxicity was clearly recorded with MPTPPd and MPTPCu complexes. Furthermore, antioxidant activity was examined and the complexes exhibited high reactivity with trapping free radicals. The interaction of metal chelates with DNA was detected by gel electrophoreses, viscosity
and spectral studies. Spectrophotometric titration and viscosity studies expose that each of tested complex is
an avid binder to DNA. This may be due to enhanced hydrophobic & electrostatic interaction of aromatic rings.
Finally, such complexes may be considered as a promising bioactive agents.
© 2021 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Thiazole and pyran nucleus were presented wide band of pharmacological and biologically active natural products. These are often used in
biological basic building block. Most up data for thiazole fused systems,
exhibit common requirements in various ﬁelds among those medicinal
chemistry, as anticancer, antifungal, antibacterial and antioxidant. That
in turn stimulated us to synthesize many new thiazole, pyran, and
piperdine derivatives [1,2]. Thiazole ligands are designed to interact
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with proper metal ion to induce active metalloprotein sites [3]. Over
last years, metal - drug adducts exhibiting promising therapeutic efﬁcacy, have been focused for many investigations and are of great importance in chemistry and biology sciences. Biomolecules that having
electron deﬁcient sites (metals) can simply interact with protein or
DNA according to their small sizes and high nuclear charges [4]. So
many studies were carried out based on binding characteristics of dmetal complexes inside infected cells via either metals or ligands
[5–7]. So, pharmacological efﬁcacy of metal chelate depends primarily
on metal ions and ligands coordinated [8–10]. Anticancer agents were
prepared from Cu(II) complexes, due to their selective permeability
for cancer cell membranes [11,12]. While, Fe(III) complexes displayed
optoelectronic, catalytic and biological applications [13–15]. Potential
biological and antitumor features of thiazole-complexes are based on
transmembrane-glycoprotein, which describes family of tyrosine kinase
receptors (TKRs) [16]. Consequently, such previous studies clarify
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stirring. After that, 10 mmol piperidine were added to the mixture
and reﬂuxed for 2 h. The purity of MPTP was examined by TLC. The precipitated yield was ﬁltered and washed by hot ethanol. MPTP derivative
(pale yellow); m.p. 233 °C; solubility: ethanol; M W.: 386, 1H NMR
(δ, ppm), in DMSO‑d6 (Fig. 1): 9.88 (s,1H,NH), 7.22–7.20 (d, 2H, ArH),
7.03(d,2H,NH2), 6.94–6.92 (d, 2H,ArH), 4.57 (s,1H,CH), 4.39(s,1H,NH),
3.75(s, 3H, OCH3), 3.32–3.28(t, 4H, 2CH2), 1.56–1.45(m, 6H,
3CH2)·13C NMR (δ, ppm), in DMSO‑d6 (Fig. 1S): 24.20, 25.86, 45.66,
51.18, 55.59, 56.38, 71.60, 114.63, 118.83, 129.59, 134.57, 152.47,
159.11, 161.89, and 171.18.

distinguish biological properties for thiazole complexes. Our objective
was to conduct a systematic work to synthesize new bioactive Pd(II),
Cu(II), and Fe(III) complexes derived from new thiazole derivative
(MPTP). Analytical and spectral characterization were performed to elucidate chemical formulae of new synthesizes. FT-IR, 1H &13C NMR, CHNanalysis, UV–visible spectroscopies, molar conductance and TGA were
implemented for characterization in addition to DFT studies. In-silico
analysis, was conducted by using pharmacophore link (http://pharmit.
csb.edu) as well as Molecular Operating Environmental (MOE) docking
module to assess inhibition feature of some new complexes. What appears to be happened within infected cells and what actions of new
compounds against inﬂuential proteins, these questions seem answered. This will provide reasonable estimation for efﬁcacy of certain
compounds. Antioxidant, antimicrobial and cytotoxic effects for new
compounds have been examined in-vitro. Also, the binding ability of
tested chelates with CT-DNA, was being carried out to strengthen invitro assay.

2.2. Preparation of new complexes
A solution of MPTP ligand (5 mmol, 1.93 g) in hot EtOH (10 mL) was
stirred for 15 min. Another solution of 5 mmol from [Fe(NO3)3].9H2O
(2.02 g) or [Cu(OAC)2] .H2O(0.998 g) in hot EtOH (10 ml) was added
to the top solution. While, in state of MPTPPd complex, we prepared
separated solutions either from MPTP or [Pd(OAC)2] (5 mmol,
1.122 g) in hot acetone, then mixed together. So, the obtained solution
was reﬂuxed for 2–3 h. The complexes were precipitated, ﬁltered &
washed with hot EtOH or acetone. 1H NMR of MPTPPd complex (δ,
ppm), in DMSO‑d6 (Fig. S2):9,95 (s,1H,NH), 7.56–7.38(d,2H,ArH), 7.03
(s,2H,NH2), 6.94–6.92(d,2H,ArH), 4.57(s,1H,CH), 4.39(s,1H, NH), 3.79
(s, 3H, OCH3), 3.3–3.28 (t, 4H, 2CH2), 1.56–1.45(m, 6H, 3CH2), 1.93 (S,
2OAc, 6H. 2CH3).

2. Experimental
All chemicals (materials, solvents, and reagents) exploited in this
work were acquired from Merck, Fluka, and Sigma-Aldrich and used
without extra puriﬁcations. All instrumentations utilized in this study,
were prearranged in supporting information.
2.1. Synthesis of MPTP ligand
2-amino-6-oxo-3-(piperidinylamidino)-4-(4methoxyphenyl)-6,7dihydro-pyrano [2, 3-d]-5,7thiazol derivative (MPTP) was the ligand
synthesized. This by adding heated arylidenemalononitrile (5 mmol in
10 mL EtOH) for 5 min, which prepared according to reported process
[17]. Another solution of 2,4-thiazolidinedione (5 mmol in10 mL
EtOH) was heated for 5 min and then added to ﬁrst solution under

2.3. Complexation behavior in solution
The stoichiometry and stability of Cu(II), Fe(III) and Pd(II) complexes were tested in solution state. This by applying job's method (continuous variation) and mole ratio method [18–20]. The absorbance was
measured for equilibrated mixtures (M & L). Then the obtained

Fig. 1. 1H NMR spectrum of the synthesized MPTP ligand.
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ensure optimal interaction towards protein target and generate the
most correlated model in biological activity [28]. H-bond Acceptor, Hydrogen bond donor, Hydrophobic, Aromaticity, Positive ion and Negative
ion were interestingly assigned over tested structures and chromatically
marked. Virtual screening was performed through MolPort database
which containing 110,309,969 conformers of 7,666,850 molecules (updated 2020, Agu). The protocol of ﬂexible search upon database is interested in hit-molecules which reach 3,821,111 hits. The most ﬁtted 3Dﬁngerprint was obtained after ﬁnishing pharmacophore search.

absorbance for each solution, was plotted ver mole fraction of ligand
([L]/[L] + [M]) or molar ratio ([L]/[M]).
2.4. Equipments utilized
The detailed description for all techniques used in this work, was
mentioned in supporting information ﬁle (part 1).
2.5. TGA, thermodynamic and kinetic parameters

2.8.2. MOE-molecular docking
The binding of MPTPCu and MPTPPd complexes with selected cocrystalline proteins (1wch, 6kqb & 5nqr), was simulated by Molecular
Operating Environmental module (MOE, Ver. 2015) [29]. These proteins
(PDB ﬁles) were chosen based on in-vitro study intended in this research and their characterization was schematically displayed
(Scheme 1S) [30]. Our goal here is to examine if the molecule binds efﬁciently to active sites of residues or not. Docking protocol interested in
preparing each of tested compound and protein to reach binding free
energy at multiple allosteric sites. The targeted compound was faced geometry optimization to minimize its energy followed by atomic charge
render and adjusted potential energies. Then open new database to save
the prepared compound as MDB ﬁle, to be ready for docking process.
On the other side the co-crystal form of each protein was prepared
by removing water molecules before adding H-atoms over selected receptors according to MMFF-force ﬁeld [31]. After that, connecting receptor types, ﬁxing potential energy and searching on suitable binding
sites and dummies in protein domains. So, you can start docking process
on saved MDB ﬁle over 30 poses till reach to the most ﬁtted one. Such
poses were improved twice times by London dG-scoring function
using triangle-matcher [32]. Some of these poses are unacceptable due
to non-preferable clash with protein sites (H- bonding ˃3.5 Å). Scoring
function and interaction features were the criterion to select the most
stable pose. The best interaction along with high score of desirable hit
for the tested molecule. The scoring energy was calculated from this formula; Docking Score (force ﬁelds) = −((receptor interaction energy /
ligand) + ligand internal energy) [33].

TGA was performed to assess the position of solvent in relation to coordination sphere, and thus to know the thermal stability of the complex. Also, to know how much metal is involved in the composition.
Moreover, the thermal process is kinetically controlled and can be
used to evaluate kintic and thermodynamic features. This was done by
using Coats-Redfern method as follow; [21,22].
ln



gðαÞ
2

T

¼ ln

 
AR
E
−
βE
RT

In which, g(α) =1-(1-α)1-n/1-n when n ≠ 1 while, g(α) = −ln(1-α)
at n = 1, R is the gas constant. The constant (r) is the correlation coefﬁcient that calculated by using least square method at different n values
(n = 1.00, 0.66, 0.51 & n = 0.33) and drawing ln[g(α)/T2] against 1/T.
The n-value indicates best ﬁt (r ≈ 1) was selected to be the order parameter for each degradation step. Pre-exponential factor (A) was the
value of intercept, while Ea/R is the value of straight line slope. Also, according to A and E, thermodynamic parameters were calculated by easy
method [22].
2.6. Formation constants of complexes in solution
The formation constants (Kf) of complexes, were spectrophotometrically determined for freshly prepared solutions, in coinciding to Job's
method. This by implementing the following equation; [23].
Kf ¼

A=A

m

ð1−A=Am Þ2 C
2.9. Biological investigations

Where, [C] → initial molar concentration of metal, Am → the maximum
absorbance at full formation of complex, A → the absorbance selected at
either part on absorption peak. Moreover, ΔG → is the change in free energy of complexes and estimated from this relation; ΔG = −RT Ln Kf.
Where, R, T and Kf are gas constant, temperature in kelvin and formation constant, respectively.

2.9.1. Antimicrobial evaluation
Antimicrobial activity of MPTP and its complexes was evaluated by
utilizing agar well diffusion technique through determining inhibition
zone and (MIC) minimum inhibitory concentration as reported
[34–36]. All complexes were checked in vitro for their antibacterial action against Micrococcus luteus(G + ve), Serratia marcescence, and
Escherichia coli (G -ve) which dispersed in nutrient agar medium. The
funguses used were Aspergillus ﬂavus, Fusarium oxysporum, and
Geotrichum candidum. Fluconazole and Oﬂoxacin were employed as
standard drugs for antifungal & antibacterial investigations, respectively. Note; outlines of process were described in supporting information (part 2).

2.7. Conformational study
An advanced program (Gaussian 09) [24] was used to make molecular modeling for all studied compounds. This to reach the most delicate
steric structure to conﬁrm nature of chelation between ligand and
metals. Moreover, other important features were depicted in maps or
in computer ﬁles (log & chk) [25]. These outputs were obtained by
using DFT/B3LYP method. The most ﬁtted basis sets were valence
double-zeta polarized basis set (6-31G) and correlation-consistent
(LANL2DZ) that used with Pd(II) complex(MTPTPd) only. In addition,
chk ﬁle was formulated by Gaussian prog to be fchk. Also, important
structural activity relationships parameters were calculated based on
frontier energy gaps (ΔE = EL-EH) and using simple method [26].

2.9.2. Cytotoxicity and antioxidant screening
In vitro cytotoxicity for synthesized compounds against human
MCF7 (breast cancer), HCT-116 (colon cancer), and HepG-2 (hepatic
cancer) cell-lines, was examined by employing sulphorhodamine-B
(SRB), as presented in supporting information (part 3) [36]. IC50 values
were calculated through known relation [37].

2.8. In-Silico assay procedures

IC ð%Þ ¼

2.8.1. Bioactive proﬁle
Pharmacophore models can be generated by known approaches
among that the ligand-based pharmacophore modeling [27]. This performance was executed using Pharmit service (http://pharmit.csb.edu), to

controlOD −compoundOD
 100
controlOD

Antioxidant behavior of MPTP and its complexes was studied
through the reaction with stable free radical DPPH (1, 1-diphenyl2picrylhydrazyl radical) in vitro for 30 min at 37 °C. Various
3
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Scheme 1. Synthetic strategy for the ligand (MPTP) and its complexes, MPTPCu, MPTPFe and MPTPPd.

concentrations from tested compounds were incubated on DPPH. After
incubation, descending in molar absorptivity was monitored at 517 nm.
Vit. C (Ascorbic acid) was employed as a standard drug and methanol as
a blank. All tests were repeated three times to estimate mean values.
The free radical scavenging activity (%) and IC50 values were evaluated,
in association with control sample [38]. The percent of radical captured
was estimated using the following Eq.


Ao −As
 100
Ao

2.9.3.1. Spectrophotometric titration method. This process was performed
while altering the concentration of DNA in presence of constant molar
concentration from tested complex. The absorption measurements
were conducted to determine the concentration of resulted product between DNA and complex. Such was carried out versus blank solutions
which quantitatively contain CT-DNA and buffer amounts which used
to delete their absorbance from medium of interaction. Then, the intrinsic binding constant (Kb) was detected through plotting a relation between [DNA]/ (ɛa − ɛf) & [DNA], according to this relation: [10,36,38].

ð8Þ

½DNA
½DNA
1
¼
þ

εa −ε f
εb −εf
K b εb −εf

Where, A s and Ao are the potential of sample and control, respectively.
2.9.3. CT-DNA binding
CT-DNA stock solution was prepared by mixing 5 mM Tris–HCl and
50 mM NaCl in dis.H2O (pH =7.5). The concentration of stock solution
was determined using UV–Vis absorption at 260 nm in accordance to
molar absorption coefﬁcient of 6600 M−1 cm−1.The absorbance ratio
of A 260 / A 280 (at 260 & 280 nm) is usually around 1.8–1.9 for pure
CT- DNA solution from protein. Stock solution was kept at 4 °C and
was developed within 4 days. The concentration of ethidium bromide
was identiﬁed at 480 nm (ε = 5860 M−1 cm−1). Binding tests were performed for 10−3 M DMF solutions from MPTPPd & MPTPCu complexes,
while for 0.5 × 10−3 M DMF solution from MPTPFe complex in (Tris
buffer, pH = 7.5) [38].

Where; [DNA] is the molar concentration of DNA, extinction coefﬁcient
observed for Aobs/[compound] in presence of DNA, is єa. Also, the extinction coefﬁcient for each free compound (four derivative), is єf while
the extinction coefﬁcient of compound at full bonding towards DNA, is
єb. Then, Kb values can be obtained from plot of [DNA] / (єa − єf) vs.
[DNA] through the ratio of slope / intercept. Standard Gibbs free energy
for DNA binding was calculated from this relation: ΔGob = − RT lin Kb.
2.9.3.2. Hydrodynamic measurements (viscosity). This assessment was
applied at 25 °C, then ﬂuidity times were documented for various concentrations from each metal complex (5–50 μM). The average of three
measurements was utilized to detect viscosity of tested compounds.
4
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Table 1
MPTP ligand and it's complexes, abbreviations, molecular formulae, melting points, conductivity, elemental analysis and characteristic FT-IR bands.
Compound

Empirical formula
(formula weight)

1-MPTP(HL)
2-[Cu(OAc)2(HL)(H2O)2].
3H2O; MPTPCu
3-[Fe(NO3)3(HL)(H2O)].
1.5 H2O; MPTPFe
4-[Pd(OAc)2(HL)].H2O;
MPTPPd

C19H22N4O3S
(386)
C23H38N4O12SCu
(657.5)
C19H27N7O15SFe
(680.8)
C23H30N4O8SPd
(628.4)

Color

M.P
(oC)

Ʌm
(Ω-1cm2mol-1 )

Pale yellow

233

–

Dark green

242

14.73

Pale brown

265

19.85

Orange

285

5.12

Analysis: found (calcd)

IR
Cm-1

N(%)

H(%)

C(%)

υ (NH)

υ (NH2)

υ(CH)ar

υ (C=O)

υ(M-N),
υ(M-O)

14.53
(14.50)
8.55
(8.51)
14.43
(14.39)
8.89
(8.91)

5.71
(5.7)
5.77
(5.77)
4.19
(3.96)
5.10
(4.77)

59.12
(59.06)
41.92
(41.97)
33.52
(33.49)
43.86
(43.92)

3402

3312,3221

3076,3010

1683

–

3403

3313,3222

3009

1681

480, 550

3402

3314,3222

3010,2956

1737

487, 510

3429

3002,2937

3002

1689

515, 531

3. Results and discussion
The liquidity time of the buffer in seconds was documented as t°. The
relative viscosity of DNA was assessed using the relation of, η =
(t − t°)/t°, while (η°) & (η) are in absence and in presence of complexes
respectively. Where t is the detailed ﬂuidity time in seconds and data
were offered as (η/η0) 1/3 vs 1/D (D = [DNA]/ [complex]) [35, 46].

3.1. Common features
MPTP ligand and its complexes are stable (in air & moisture), nonhygroscopic and insoluble in common solvents except for DMSO and
DMF. Their physical and analytical properties were summarized
(Table 1). The stoichiometric ratio of metal complexes is 1:1 (M: L,
Scheme 1) based on elemental analyses which matched with theoretical
percentages. Furthermore, the measured molar conductivity values indicate their non-electrolytic properties. This is due to the involvement
of conjugated anions (OAc− & NO−
3 ) inside the coordination sphere as
a covalence molecule [39].

2.9.3.3. Agarose gel electrophoresis. DNA binding yields were inspected
through agarose gel electrophoresis, where agarose (500 mg) was obtained in hot (TAE) buffer (60 ml) (4.84 g of Tris base, 0.5 M EDTA,
pH 8.0) then heated to boil. After few time, gel gotten about 55 °C and
then poured into electrophoresis chamber that ﬁtted with a comb.
Then the gel was permitted to solidify slowly via cooling to 25 °C and
then wisely combed. The solidiﬁed gel was employed in electrophoresis
chamber that covering TAE buffer. The complexes were prepared by dissolving 20 mg in 20 ml DMF. The tested sample (25 μg ml−1) was mixed
with CT-DNA and was incubated for 1 h at 37 °C. So, 20 μl DNA sample
(added with bromophenol blue dye at a 1:1 ratio) was added to electrophoresis chamber wells accompanied by standard DNA marker in TBE
buffer and then overloaded onto agarose gel. Then (100 V) voltage
was employed for about 1 min, the gel was eliminated and spotted
with 20 μg ml−1 ethidium bromide for 15 min. The attained bands
were observed under UV light employing transilluminator directed
with the aid of photography by DMC-LZ5 Lumix digital camera. This is
to evaluate the magnitude of DNA degradation under inﬂuence of tested
compounds in comparing to standard DNA marker.

3.2. Infrared (IR) spectroscopy
IR spectra of synthesized complexes were compared with MPTP ligand, to indicate changes which might occurred due to complexation
and results are collected (Table 1). Typical IR spectra of MPTP, MPTPCu,
MPTPFe, and MPTPPd were shown (Fig. S1). Vibrational stretching of
(NH) group, appeared at 3402 cm−1 in free ligand and shifted to 3405,
3410, and 3429 cm−1 in MPTPCu, MPTPFe, and MPTPPd complexes, respectively. Two stretching bands of (NH2) group, were observed at 3220
and 3310 cm−1 in MPTP, which sequentially shifted to 3222, 3313;
3225, 3314 and 2937, 3002 cm−1, respectively [40]. These changes
point to coordination of NH2& NH groups with metal ions inside

Table 2
Plausible TGA paths and thermo-kinetic activation parameters for prepared complexes.
Complexes

Temperature
C

Fragment loss %

Weight loss %

o

MPTPCu

Residue
MPTPFe

Residue
MPTPPd

Residue

38–110 °C
112- 280 °C
282–400 °C
402–700 °C
>700 °C
34–120 °C
123–330 °C
332–475 °C
480–700 °C
> 700 °C
39–110 °C
112–280 °C
285–400 °C
405–700 °C
> 700 °C

Molecular formula

M. Wt.

Found

Calc.

3H2O
C4H10O6
C13H18N2O
C6H4N2SO
CuO
1.5H2O
H2O +(NO3)3
C13H18N2O
C6H4N2SO
0.5Fe2O3
H2O
C4H6O4
C13H18N2O
C6H4N2SO
PdO

54
154
218
152.07
79.55
27
204
218
152.07
79.8
18
118
218
152.07
122.4

8.18
23.38
33.20
23.15
12.05
4.00
29.95
31.95
22.35
11.65
2.90
18.70
34.65
24.15
19.50

(8.21)
(23.42)
(33.15)
(23.12)
(12.09)
(3.96)
29.92))
(31.97)
22.30))
11.70))
2.86))
(18.77)
(34.69)
(24.19)
(19.47)

5

ΔH⁎
(KJmol−1)

ΔG⁎
(KJmol−1)

ΔS⁎
(Jmol−1 K−1)

91.04
90.02
88.82
87.07

110.01
141.88
180.6
237.58

−256.464
−264.564
−269.169
−273.159

1.12

62.898
61.66
60.188
58.63

82.99
122.67
170.92
222.61

−261.001
−269.954
−274.764
−277.934

1.39

46.68
45.677
44.46
42.71

66.34
98.63
138.44
196.88

−262.181
−270.17
−274.799
−278.795

E
(KJmol−1)

A
(S−1)

43.79

0.830

63.53

47.3
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0.9

MPTPCu
MPTPFe
MPTPPd

0.8
0.7

Abs

0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

[L]/[L]+[M]
Fig. 2. The curves of jop,s method of synthesized MPTP complexes in DMF at [M] = [MPTP] = 10−3 M at 298 K.

(Table S1) as charge transfer, ligand ﬁeld transition (d-d) and intraligand transitions, affected strongly by geometry especially transition
metal ion complexes. Intra-ligand transition bands of MPTP compared
to that in complexes spectra, displayed signiﬁcant change in n → π*
transition band. Furthermore, another band appeared at λmax = 730,
536 and 461 nm in spectra of MPTPCu, MPTPFe and MPTPPd, respectively according to ligand ﬁeld transitions (d–d). Octahedral geometry
of Cu (II) and Fe (III) complexes and square-planer geometry of Pd (II)
one, agree with recorded d-d transition bands (Table S1) [43].

complexes after removal of intra ligand H- bonding. This behavior leads
to high shifted appearance instead of lower shift. The band of ν(C=O)
was appeared at 1683 cm−1 in free MPTP and mainly suffered high
shift to 1681–1737 cm−1range after complexation. This group is ruling
out from coordination, due to its unsuitable position in ligand building
that is far from other strong favorable donors (NH & NH2) [41]. Also,
υ(M―N) and υ(M―O) bands were appeared and assigned. Finally, υas
(OAc) and υs(OAc) in MPTPCu and MPTPPd complexes were appeared
at 1500; 1270 cm−1 and 1480; 1270 cm−1, respectively. While, υas
(NO3) and υs(NO3) were appeared at 1530 and 1310 cm−1, respectively.
The separation between two vibrational bands either of acetate or nitrate groups (Δ = υas-υs), indicates their monodentate bonding mode.

3.5. TGA and kinetics
Thermal analysis was implemented to assess thermal stability and to
conﬁrm structure of metal complexes then deducting coordination performance. Primarily, TGA for complexes is utilized mainly to estimate
number of H2O molecules if presented either crystal or coordinating.
Suggested degradation paths were collected and displayed (Table 2,
Scheme S2). All complexes were thermally unstable and started their
degradation curves around 38 °C due to presence of crystal water molecules. Also, residual part conﬁrms mononuclear presence for metal
atom in all complexes. Thermo kinetic parameters were estimated
over all degradation steps for complexes under investigation. The results were exhibited (Table 2) and the next information was collected;

3.3. 1H &13CNMR spectral studies
NMR-spectral data registered in DMSO‑d6 for MPTP ligand (Fig. 1,
S2) and its MPTPPd complex (Fig. S3). 1H NMR spectrum of MPTP
displayed ﬁve singlets at δ (ppm); 9.88, 7.03, 4.57, 4.39, and 3.75 that
may be assigned to N(H), N(2-H), C (1-H), N(H, pip) and CH3 protons,
respectively. Also, two doublets are detected at δ; 7.22–7.20 range for
(2-H, Ar) and 6.94–6.92 range for (2-H, Ar), one triplet at δ; 3.32–3.28
(4-H, 2CH2) and one multiplet at 1.65–1.45 range for (6-H, 3CH2).
While, its 13C NMR spectrum (Fig. S2), exhibited the following signals
(ppm); 171.18 for (C=O), 161.89 for (N-C=NH), 56.38–159.11 range
for (8CH-Ar), 55.59 for (OCH3) and 24.20–51.18 range for (4 CH2Aliph) [35,36].
1
HNMR spectrum of MPTPPd complex (Fig. S3) documented the
changes in position of –NH & –NH2 signals due to coordination of nitrogen atoms with Pd (II) ion. Where –NH & –NH2 appeared at δ (ppm);
9.88 and 7.03 in ligand spectrum were shifted to downﬁeld of 9.95
and 7.24 ppm, respectively [42]. Other doublet signals at δ(ppm);
7.56–7.38 and 6.94–6.92 ranges beside signals at 4.57 and 4.39, were
designated to (4H, ArH), (1H, CH) and (1H, NH of pip), respectively. Furthermore, signals at 3.79 (s), (3.30–3.27) (t), 1.93 (s) and (1.55–1.45)
(m) were assigned to (3H, OCH3), (4H, 2CH2), (2OAc, 6H. 2CH3) and
(6H, 3CH2), respectively.

1. As a result of increasing activation energy, the stability of compound
would increase from step to another, but the ﬁrst step has the minimum activation energy consonant with fast elimination for crystal
H2O molecules.
2. As a result of positive value of ΔH, endothermic feature descripts all
degradation stages
3. As a result of negative value of ΔS, the ordered feature of activated
complex was proposed above the original compound [44,45].

Table 3
Formation constant (Kf), stability constants (log Kf) and Gibb's free energy (ΔG*) values of
complexes in DMF at 298 K.

3.4. Electronic transitions

Complex

UV–visible spectra were performed in DMSO solvent over
200–800 nm range. (Fig. S4) to record changes in electronic transition
and clariﬁes new d-d transition bands. Principal absorption bands

MPTPCu
MPTPFe
MPTPPd
6

Kf
6.84 × 10
2 × 106
1.1 × 106

5

log Kf

Δ(G⁎) K J mol−1

5.83
6.30
6.04

−32.55
−35.15
−33.70
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Fig. 3. HOMO & LUMO levels of the ligand and its complexes.

Fig. 4. Iso-surface with array plots for the ligand and its complexes.
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Fig. 5. Pharmacophore behavior of MPTP and selected complexes in virtual screening in drug designing.
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Table 4
Docking parameters for MPTPCu and MPTPPd complexes against three pathogen-proteins.
Compounds

Protein

ligand

Receptor

Interaction

Distance(Å)

E (Kcal/mol)

S(energy score)

MPTP

1wch
5nqr
6kqb
1wch
5nqr
6kqb
1wch
5nqr
6kqb

N9 O10
N9
–
N19 N19
N19
O67 O67 O67
N18 N19 O54
N19
N18

O VAL 2278 (A) NH2 ARG 2396 (A)
OD2 ASP 194 (A)
–
OD2 ASP 2258 (A) OD2 ASP 2258 (A)
SD MET 87 (A)
OD1 ASP 60 (A) O ASP 290 (A) OD1 ASP 60 (A)
O ALA 2179 (A) O ALA 2179 (A) N VAL 2183 (A)
OE1 GLU 93 (A)
OG SER 126 (A)

H-donor H-acceptor
H-donor
–
H-donor ionic
H-donor
H-donor H-donor ionic
H-donor H-donor H-acceptor
H-donor
H-donor

3.18 2.97
3.00
–
2.92 2.90
3.88
2.58 2.67 2.58
2.81 2.94 3.21
2.71
2.99

−3.8 -7.0
−0.9
–
−2.2 -5.0
−3.5
−29.4 -15.6 -8.0
−7.3 -1.6 -2.6
−7.9
−3.6

−5.6009
−5.1339
−5.0481
−6.2793
−6.8987
−6.7273
−6.1670
−7.7547
−7.0228

MPTPCu

MPTPPd

Table 5
Activity index of antifungal and antibacterial-assessments against selected bacteria and fungi.
Comp

Activity index (%)

MPTP
MPTPCu
MPTPPd
MPTPFe

Serratia
Marcescence
(−ve)

Escherichia coli (−ve)

Microccus
Luteus (+ve)

Aspergillus
Flavus

Getrichm
Candidum

Fusarium
Oxysporum

25
81.81
90.90
68.18

35.89
92.30
94.87
87.17

40.38
84.61
88.46
78.84

28.57
89.28
91.07
87.5

27.27
88.63
93.18
84.09

28.2
91.02
93.58
89.74

4. As a result of positive value of ΔG, non-spontaneous feature of degradation stages was proposed and the values of ΔG increased by increasing negative ΔS values [15].

optimized structures, HOMO &LUMO features, MEP and isosurface
maps. Demonstrated structures (Fig. S7) conﬁrm the best orientation
of NH and NH2 groups, which preferable for chelation, while the state
of C_O group, clariﬁes its exclusion. HOMO and LUMO levels were
built over new cubic contours, to discriminate electronic distribution
upon whole molecules (Fig. 3). HOMO orbital in MPTP ligand, was appeared concentrated on the center and covering coordinating groups,
while its LUMO orbital appeared broadly distributed [48]. These frontier
orbitals appeared different in complexes due to their surrounding on
metals and coordinated groups. Electrophilicity (ω), absolute-softness
(σ), global hardness(η), global softness(S), chemical potential(μ) and
electronegativity(χ), were estimated based on ELUM –EHOMO values
(Table S2). Softness indexes (σ, S and η) displayed characteristic values
with MPTPPd complex. This reﬂects the elasticity of such complex
which is preferable in interaction with biological systems. High electrophilicity value of MPTPPd and MPTPCu complexes, reﬂects the shortage
in their electron density and also favorable in biological activity.

3.6. Complex stoichiometry, formation constant and pH-proﬁle in solution
The most stable molar ratio between metal and ligand was formed in
solution due to plentiful presence of ligand in complexation medium,
which may lead to unexpected ration. Stoichiometry of such complexes
was obtained by jobs and molar ratio methods, for assertion. Plots derived (Figs. 2 & S5) from continuous- variation and molar- ratio routes,
presented maximum absorbance at mole fraction of ligand (X) at 0.5,
which assign to 1 M:1 L molar ratio. Additionally, continuousvariation route was used to evaluate formation constant (Kf) values
(Table 3). Evaluated Kf values suggest the following order; MPTPFe >
MPTPPd > MPTPCu. Moreover, Gibbs free energy (ΔG≠) evaluated for
complexes appeared negative enough to suggest spontaneous nature
of complexation reaction [46]. Perfect dissociation curves were obtained
under inﬂuence of variable pHs (Fig. S6). Complexes appeared stable
over pH = 4 to 10 range, which is considered sufﬁcient to execute any
application in such range without decomposition for the complex [46].
3.7. Conformational study
3.7.1. Common features
DFT/B3LYP was used to obtain the most ﬁtted structural forms for
MPTP ligand and its complexes under two different basis sets (6-31G
& LANL2DZ) [47]. Outputs were visualized by Gauss view to extract,

Table 6
MIC (mg/ ml) for antifungal and antibacterial assay of MPTP and its complexes.
Compounds Bacteria

MPTP
MPTPCu
MPTPPd
MPTPFe

Fungi

M.
Luteus

E.
coli

S.
Marcescence

A.
ﬂavus

G.
candidum

F.
oxysporum

7.00
3.00
2.50
4.25

7.75
3.50
3.50
4.75

7.25
3.25
3.00
3.75

6.00
3.00
2.50
3.75

5.25
2.75
2.00
3.00

6.75
3.00
2.75
4.25

Fig. 8. UV–Vis spectra of MPTPFe complex in 0.01 M Tris buffer (pH 7.2, 298 K) upon
addition of CT-DNA in absence (lower) and presence of CT-DNA (top) at [MPTPFe] =
0.5 × 10−3 M and [CT-DNA] = 0–100 μM.
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Table 7
Spectral parameters for interaction between prepared complexes and DNA.
Complex

λmax Free (nm)

λmax bound (nm)

nΔ

Chromism (%)

Type of chromism

Binding constant (Kb)b

G ⁎ Δ KJ.mol −1

MPTP

278
359
274
341
407
258
345
442
287
363
471

279
347
276
343
043
285
347
442
281
366
469

1
3
2
2
23
27
2
1
6
3
2

15.73
18.47
5.98
16.23
49.68
2.08
27.59
10.2
3.68
22.76
7.8

Hypo Hypo

1.42 × 103

−17.98

Hypo
Hypo
Hypo
Hypo
Hypo
Hypo
Hypo
Hypo
Hypo

3.45 × 104

−25.88

5.07 × 104

−26.84

1.54 × 104

−23.88

MPTPCu

MPTPFe

MPTPPd

(2,3,4-trimethoxy
phenyl)-4,8-dihydro-2H-pyrazolo[3,4-e][1,4]
thiazepine-3,7-dione. Query results for tested compounds against
1wch, 5nqr and 6kqb proteins. Highest correlation coefﬁcient (0.9199)
and lower Room-Mean-Square deviation (RMSD) value (0.028) were
appeared with 1wch receptors. This suggests a better ability to predict
activity of MPTPPd and MPTPCu in practical application [51]. Virtual
assay exhibited the binding mode by three H-donor and six Hacceptor with 1wch receptors, which mapped (Fig. 5). While, the
other complexes with 5nqr and 6kqb proteins displayed moderate interaction but nil with MPTP-5nqr complex.

Remarkable lower formation energy value (a.u.) of MPTPPd, signiﬁes its
high stability. Also, the lower dipole moment values of MPTP, MPTPPd
and MPTPFe, reﬂect their high lipophilic nature which primate miscibility with lipids of living cells. These parameters explain perfectly the
structural activity relationship.
3.7.2. MEP and isosurface with array plot maps
Electrostatic potential (MEP) (Fig. S8) and isosurface connected with
array plot were created on new cubic-contour over formulated chk ﬁle,
to explain electron distribution on functional groups. Electrophilic, nucleophilic and zero potential zones, were clariﬁed in MEP maps by
blue, red and green colors, respectively. Nucleophilic zone was concentrated on MPTP center and covering donor atoms contributed in coordination. MPTPPd map reﬂects shortage in polarity over the whole
molecule, which closer to neutral feature [49]. Moreover, isosurface
with array plot maps (Fig. 4) were obtained after determining electron
density on variable points over surface-grid and then theses points were
connected. Regarding the complexes maps, inner contour lines (yellow)
appeared broader than the outer contour lines (red). This refers to electron deﬁant surface, which has ability to accept electrons easily [21].

3.8.2. MOE-docking simulation
Most compounds were treated in this virtual screening to assert on
their interaction attitude appeared in pharmacophore models and extract interaction proﬁle. Molecules were ranked in their in-silico effective inhibition according to docking score, number of H-bonding,
planarity of compound and complex stability [52]. The best poses for
docking compounds were chosen based on mode of interaction, binding
energy and docking score (Table 4). Analysis for interaction outputs and
docking complexes with 1wch, 5nqr and 6kqb co-crystals (Figs. S9–
S11), offers the following information;

3.8. In-silico assay

1. Better docking score was recorded from MPTPPd in three docking
complexes (−6.1670 to −7.7547) and followed by MPTPCu, while
the free ligand displayed lower effectiveness

3.8.1. Bioactive proﬁle
Ligand-based pharmacophore approach was performed by gridbased analysis, to indicate the best sites in tested compounds (called ligand), able to interact with biological systems. Also, searching in
MolPort database on drug-like compounds that show the potential success of tested compounds as medicine, likewise [50]. A ﬂexible search in
database is interested in hit-molecules that reach up to 3,821,111 hits.
The most ﬁtted molecule obtained was 1-(2,2-Dimethyloxan-4-yl)-4-

Fig. 10. Interaction of tested complexes with CT -DNA by agarose gel electrophoresis. Lane
1: DNA ladder; lane 2: CT-DNA + MPTPCu complex; lane 3: CT-DNA + MPTPPd complex;
lane 4: CT-DNA + MPTP ligand; lane 5: CT -DNA + MPTPFe complex; lane 6: MPTPFe
complex; lane 7: MPTPCu complex.

Fig. 9. Effect of increasing amounts from tested complexes on relative viscosities of CTDNA at [DNA] = 0.5 mM at 298 K.
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3.9. Biological assessment

a fungal strains. The activity of tested compounds were compared to references drugs ﬂuconazol and oﬂoxacin. Inhibition zones in millimeters
(Table S3, Figs. S12, S13), activity index (Table 5), and minimum inhibitory concentration (MIC, mg/ml)(Table 6, Fig. 6), were recorded. The
results represented that all tested compounds offered various inhibition
grades with different microbes and regarding their growth not changing
expressively from previously reported. Antimicrobial features of tested
complexes are not illustrated by chelation theory only [55] but by pharmacokinetic and steric factors. These factors were nature of metal & ligand, coordinating sites, chelate geometry and lipophilicity. All these
factors led to interaction ability with biological systems and penetration
in cell-membrane [55,56].
To estimate and compare antitumor activities of MPTP, MPTPPd,
MPTPCu, and MPTPFe, in vitro cytotoxicity, they were screened against
HCT-116, Hep-G2, and MCF-7 cell lines. This was done against vinblastine drug which employed as a positive control, to calculate cytotoxicity
of prepared compounds [37]. IC50 values were obtained at inhibition for
50% cells and showed in Table S4, Fig. 7. All complexes displayed a
marked effect which exceeded than the free ligand. The IC50 values exhibited superiority of MPTPPd complex than the other complexes. Cytological variations studied by Dye exclusion technique, propose cell
death mechanism through apoptosis.

3.9.1. Antimicrobial and cytotoxicity
All compounds were in vitro screened for their antimicrobial activity
against S. Marcescence & E. coli as G-ve and S. luteus as G + ve bacterial
strains. While, A. ﬂavus, F. oxysporum and G. candidum, were also used as

3.9.2. Antioxidant activity
DPPH radical is usually utilized as a radical molecule to estimate free
radical scavenging potential of several chemicals. DPPH accepts a proton
or an electron (donate hydrogen or an electron) and convert to constant

2. N18, 19 and O67 were the interacting sites with protein pockets
through multiple allosteric binding of H-donor (HD) and Hacceptor bonds (HA).
3. NH and NH2 groups were the sites intensively contribute in
generating docking poses, while C_O group did not has effective
contribution with all docking complexes except MPTP-1wch
4. The interacting amino acid residues were SER126, VAL2183,
ALA2179, ASP60, ASP290 and MET87
5. Planarity criterion appeared fulﬁll with MPTPPd complex which facilitates interaction with critical amino acids in true docking poses
6. The binding mode of tested compounds was depicted (Figs. S9-S11)
to explain H-bonding (green arrow) and proximity contour that surrounds free sites which capable for extra binding with amino acids.
7. Acidic, basic and nonpolar receptors which interacted with donor
sites, were discriminated in the maps by pick, blue and green circles,
respectively [53].
8. Rigidity of MPTPCu-6kqb complex was clearly noticed based on
lower energy content which reach to −29.4 Kcal/mol [54].
9. Finally such complexes (MPTPPd and MPTPCu) may be promising in
their biological efﬁciency which superior free ligand and can be applied through in-vitro investigation or in-vivo, if it can.

Scheme 2. Suggested mechanism for MPTPCu-DNA interaction through (A) electrostatic and (B) minor groove binding
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diamagnetic molecule. The decrease in DPPH transition signal amplitude in the occurrence of our proposed antioxidants, is obviously related
to number of electrons or protons accepted and the stability of DPPH increased. As represented (Fig. S14), Pd (II), Cu (II), and Fe (III) complexes
have more antioxidant activities than ascorbic acid (Vitamin C). The
DPPH test showed scavenging skill of all tested compounds; however,
we have to estimate IC50 values to check the real power of them. So,
scavenging abilities of synthesized compounds were estimated from
color decay grade of DPPH [57,58].

absorption spectrum of MPTPFe complex in absence and presence of
various concentrations from CT-DNA was exhibited (Fig. 8). As a result,
increasing quantities from CT-DNA caused decrease of complex absorbance. The spectral factors and (Kb) binding constants for DNA interaction with complexes, have been assessed (Fig. S15, S16, S17 supporting
information) and presented in Table 7. The complexes could bind to CTDNA generally through replacement and intercalative modes with the
following sequence; MPTPFe > MPTPCu> MPTPPd > MPTPmetal complex [59,60].

3.9.3. DNA binding potency

3.9.3.2. Viscosity measurements. To describe the nature of interaction between the complexes and CT- DNA, viscosity measurements were examined. Hydrodynamic viscosity measurements that indicate the
decrease or increase in length of DNA, are considered a signiﬁcant inspection for binding or interaction of tested compounds with DNA. Absence of NMR and crystallographic information stimulated us to apply
viscosity estimations under right conditions for intercalation with
ethidium bromide. Such intercalation promotes a growth in viscosity
of DNA due to increase of base pairs at intercalation position and increase in DNA length. Then, when drug particles attached completely

3.9.3.1. Spectrophotometric titration method. This smart technique was
used to explore binding mode of CT-DNA with metal complexes. The
spectra were performed by addition of buffer solutions from CT-DNA
to buffer solutions from tested chelates (Fig. 8). If the interaction style
is intercalation, the orbital of intercalated ligand could be related with
the orbital of base pairs, so π–π* transition energy suffers
bathochromism. If the fusion orbital is partly ﬁlled by electrons, it enhances transition probabilities and leads to hypochromism. Electronic

Scheme 3. Suggested mechanism for MPTPCu-DNA interaction through (A) intercalation binding and (B) replacement.
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interaction studies recommended the replacement, intercalative
modes & minor groove binding of interaction. Thus, such Pd(II) and Cu
(II) complexes can be utilized as effective drugs in variable therapeutic
applications.

with DNA grooves, will lead to less deﬁnite growth in viscosity of DNA
solution. Limited intercalation of the tested compounds may follow
with the DNA helix, then causing reduction of its actual length and viscosity. Fig. 9 displays virtual viscosity of DNA solution that rises expressively with increasing amount of metal complex. This is because, the
aromatic portions in the ligand interacted to CT-DNA base pairs, those
effects in a crook of DNA helix. Also, an increase of isolation for base
pairs at intercalation site leads to growth of DNA length. It is showed
that MPTPFe complex has the maximum binding afﬁnity to CT-DNA
and maximum viscosity. As exposed in Scheme 3, it is obvious that
MPTPFe could bind to CT-DNA by intercalation and replacement bindings [61].
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Appendix A. Supplementary data

3.9.3.3. DNA binding using agarose gel electrophoresis. Agarose gel electrophoresis was performed to study DNA degradation under inﬂuence of
tested complexes (Fig. 10). The gel after electrophoresis exhibited that
the intensity of all tested DNA samples have been moderately reduced,
possibly due to interaction with DNA. The interaction was clearly observed from lanes displayed in comparing to that resistor for DNA. Accordingly, the resistor DNA alone did not display any visible cleavage
while all metal complexes cause DNA cleavage. These results showed
that the metal ions play important role in the interaction with DNA.
As the tested compounds were appeared reduce the growth of pathogenic organisms by interaction with genome. The studies exposed that
complete degradation for DNA was detected with MPTPFe, MPTPCu
and MPTPPd complexes [62].

Supplementary data to this article can be found online at https://doi.
org/10.1016/j.molliq.2021.115277.
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3.9.3.4. Mechanism of DNA interaction. Spectral and hydrodynamic studies regarding the interaction of new complexes with DNA, variable
binding modes could be proposed. The complexes may interact with
DNA most likely through electrostatic or hydrophobic interaction
mode. For instance, replacement of acetate group in MPTPCu complex
by water molecules, accordingly and after dissociation of water molecules, the complex could interact through its positive site (metal).
Electrostatic binding (see Scheme 2) was then proposed beside intercalation and substitution in such complex. Removing two coordinating
water molecules will lead to a ﬂat part in the middle of the complex.
Therefore, the proposed interaction of MPTPCu complex (i.e.) with
DNA could be via intercalation or replacement as presented in
Scheme 3 [36,46].
4. Conclusions
In summary, new series of Pd(II), Cu(II), and Fe (III) complexes were
synthesized from thiazole derivative and elucidated. Octahedral and
square-planar were the structural forms suggested depending on results of analytical and spectral techniques. Non-conducting behavior
was observed for all complexes. Furthermore, chelation behavior was
observed in solution depend on standard routes. 1 M: 1MPTP ratio
was also formed in solution for complexes with high stability. DFT calculations were applied to support these empirical ﬁndings and conﬁrm
the suggested geometries. Computational screening was done over
most compounds by pharmacophore drug-like search as well as molecular docking to know their drug-behavior. MPTPPd complex displayed
better interaction with most tested co-crystal protein PDB-ﬁles. All
tested complexes were exposed to antifungal, antioxidant, antibacterial
and anticancer. Complexes of Pd(II) and Cu (II) are highly effective in
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